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DIALECTAL DUE PROCESS 

The principle of the arbitrariness of the sign is not doubted by any-
one, but it is often easier to discover a truth than to assign it its 
rightful place.  This principle dominates all of linguistics — its con-
sequences are innumerable.  It is true that they do not appear all at 
once with equal clarity.  It is after many detours that you discover 
them, and with them the primordial importance of the principle. 

 
— Ferdinand de Saussure1 

 
If you’re reading this, you probably understand English.  It happens 

to be the de facto and sometimes de jure language of the U.S. legal sys-
tems,2 but some forms of “English” are more equal than others.  Much 
work has reckoned with the contours of due process when people come 
to court with little to no English proficiency,3 but what about dialectal 
misinterpretation?4   English has numerous dialects, many birthed on 

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 
  1  FERDINAND DE SAUSSURE, COURS DE LINGUISTIQUE GÉNÉRALE 75 (Charles Bally, 
Albert Sechehaye & Albert Riedlinger eds., 2005) (translation by the author). 
  2  Hunter Schwarz, States Where English Is the Official Language, WASH. POST: GOVBEAT 

(Aug. 12, 2014, 12:32 PM), https://www.washingtonpost.com/blogs/govbeat/wp/2014/08/12/states-
where-english-is-the-official-language [https://perma.cc/GAD6-KNS5]. 
  3  See, e.g., Charles F. Adams, Comment, “Citado a Comparecer”: Language Barriers and Due 
Process — Is Mailed Notice in English Constitutionally Sufficient?, 61 CALIF. L. REV. 1395, 1395 
(1973); Manuel del Valle, Language Rights and Due Process — Hispanics in the United States,  
17 REV. JURÍDICA UNIVERSIDAD INTERAMERICANA DE P.R. 91, 91 (1982); Michele LaVigne & 
McCay Vernon, An Interpreter Isn’t Enough: Deafness, Language, and Due Process, 2003 WIS. L. 
REV. 843, 868–83; Grace Benton, Note, “Speak Anglish”: Language Access and Due Process in 
Asylum Proceedings, 34 GEO. IMMIGR. L.J. 453, 462 (2020); see also 28 U.S.C. § 1827 (establishing 
a program for the use of interpreters in U.S. judicial proceedings). 
  4  See Sharese King et al., Dialect on Trial: Raciolinguistic Ideologies in Perceptions of AAVE 
and MAE Codeswitching, 28 U. PA. WORKING PAPERS LINGUISTICS, no. 2, 2022, at 51, 51; 
Kaitlyn Alger, Note, More than What Meets the Ear: Speech Transcription as a Barrier to Justice 
for African American Vernacular English Speakers, 13 GEO. J.L. & MOD. CRITICAL RACE PERSPS. 
87, 89 (2021); Mason McMillan, Comment, Judges Be Trippin: A Legal Analysis of Black English in 
the Courtroom, 57 TULSA L. REV. 451, 453 (2022); Rujuta Nandgaonkar, Reaction, 13 GEO. J.L. & 

MOD. CRITICAL RACE PERSPS. 105, 105 (2021) (reacting to Alger, supra); Laura Victorelli, Note, 
The Right to Be Heard (and Understood): Impartiality and the Effect of Sociolinguistic Bias in the 
Courtroom, 80 U. PITT. L. REV. 709, 722 (2019).  The law review pieces (all by students) make great 
strides, albeit with a few linguistic missteps, see, e.g., McMillan, supra, at 460 (claiming “what had 
happen was” doesn’t occur though it does), meaning that scholarship must continue. 
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what is now U.S. soil, but state and federal law have no coherent dia-
lectal jurisprudence.5  The potential for error is worrying.6 

Here, the goal is not to prove errors happen but to see whether the 
Constitution cares errors happen.  It does.  More precisely, the Due  
Process Clauses of the Constitution demand that the executive and ju-
dicial branches maintain procedures to avoid inaccurate transmission of 
linguistic data that adversely affects litigants.  A mouthful to be sure, 
but the argument is that it is a violation of procedural due process to 
maintain procedures that will reliably cause misinterpretation of plain 
English and make it harder for litigants, especially criminal defendants, 
to win their cases.  Intuitively, something’s amiss when the legal system, 
seemingly arbitrarily, messes up when interpreting some forms of  
English and not others.  Past scholarship on dialect has brought invalu-
able attention to the subject, and this Note seeks to continue that bur-
geoning tradition by showing how the status quo raises constitutional 
concerns and by serving as a resource and model for dialectal analysis 
going forward. 

Part I showcases a few prominent English-to-English errors the legal 
system has made before, using Black English as the lens.  One may 
wonder at the choice to use examples from only Black English when the 
point applies to any dialect.  This is because of the insidiousness of the 
errors.  Black English is a widespread dialect and one whose population 
of speakers is disproportionately represented in criminal adjudication, 
where colloquial testimony often features prominently.  The point is gen-
eral, but the readily available evidence is not.  Furthermore, while it is 
probably true that racial minorities disproportionately bear the brunt of 
interpretive mistakes, any equal protection implications are for a differ-
ent Note.7  Here, the focus is on language qua language, which, while 
correlated with race, needn’t be inextricably tied to it.  Part II demon-
strates that the legal system should think of these mistakes as procedural 
in nature with judicially administrable remedies.  Part III argues that 
the Constitution has an open door for dialectal due process claims.  And 
Part IV tours English legal history and documents the expansion of di-
alectal diversity to show how principles of linguistic fairness run deep. 

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 
  5  See United States of America, IDEA: INT’L DIALECTS ENG. ARCHIVE, https:// 
www.dialectsarchive.com/united-states-of-america [https://perma.cc/Z2UT-X6GZ], to hear speak-
ers of different dialects from the United States.  Some tribal law seems a bit more attuned to  
linguistic nuance.  See, e.g., Halona v. MacDonald, 1 Navajo Rptr. 189, 211, 1978 Navajo App. 
LEXIS 7, 25–26 (1978) (“Because we cannot adequately explain our ruling on this point in English, 
we have chosen to announce this part of our decision from the bench in Navajo.”). 
  6  See Taylor Jones et al., Testifying While Black: An Experimental Study of Court Reporter 
Accuracy in Transcription of African American English, 95 LANGUAGE e216, e230 (2019); John R. 
Rickford & Sharese King, Language and Linguistics on Trial: Hearing Rachel Jeantel (and Other 
Vernacular Speakers) in the Courtroom and Beyond, 92 LANGUAGE 948, 980 (2016). 
  7  Cf. Note, Romer Has It, 136 HARV. L. REV. 1936 (2023). 
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I.  LINGUISTIC MISTAKES 

The linguistic mistakes here are not the relatively predictable ones 
that arise from bad or no interpreters for a non-native English speaker.  
Instead, these mistakes happen when a native English speaker,  
indeed someone who might not speak any other language whatsoever, 
has difficulty being understood, which affects a litigant’s case.   
Misinterpretation can happen during live trial testimony or even before 
the police have begun an interrogation.8 

These errors are both dangerous and insidious.  They are dangerous 
because cases big and small are won and lost on the minutiae of lan-
guage, and they are insidious for two reasons.  First, if someone misin-
terprets speech and then carves that misinterpretation into the stone of 
the judicial record, it might be nigh impossible to uncover that a mistake 
happened at all.  And second, if a monolingual anglophone judge from 
Macon, Georgia, hears Spanish, the judge knows they don’t understand, 
but if that same judge hears someone from England say “biscuit” and 
thinks of their grandmother’s delightful gravy-soaked masterpieces, the 
judge might not even realize their mistake. 

The careful work of estimating exactly how much dialectal misinter-
pretation happens is for another day, but here, a few examples of the 
misinterpretation of Black English will serve to illustrate that it happens 
and matters at least sometimes.  In each of these cases, a dialectal mis-
interpretation occurred that did indeed matter or obviously could have 
mattered. 

Before embarking on this parade of misadventure, a note on some-
thing linguists have been screaming from the rooftops for decades, but 
maybe from rooftops a little too far out of the earshot of the legal system: 
No dialect is superior or more “correct” than another.  Southern English, 
Black English, Chicano English, Appalachian English, American  
Indian English, or what have you are not degenerate, lazy, sloppy, or 
merely slang.  Each dialect has an internal structure with rules.9  It’s 
possible to get things wrong. 

What has become standard English in the United States is merely 
one dialect that had the historical fortune of being propelled to 

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 
  8  See, e.g., State v. Demesme, 228 So. 3d 1206, 1207 (La. 2017) (Crichton, J., concurring); Jones 
et al., supra note 6, at e217; Rickford & King, supra note 6, at 980. 
  9  For scholarly background, see generally 1–2 A HANDBOOK OF VARIETIES OF ENGLISH 

(Bernd Kortmann & Edgar W. Schneider eds., 2004); FORM AND FUNCTION IN CHICANO 

ENGLISH (Jacob Ornstein-Galicia ed., 1984); MICHAEL B. MONTGOMERY & JENNIFER K.N. 
HEINMILLER, DICTIONARY OF SOUTHERN APPALACHIAN ENGLISH (2021); Geoffrey K.  
Pullum, African American Vernacular English Is Not Standard English with Mistakes, in THE 

WORKINGS OF LANGUAGE: FROM PRESCRIPTIONS TO PERSPECTIVES 39 (Rebecca S. Wheeler 
ed., 1999); Greg Johnson, The Syntax of Liketa, 36 NAT. LANGUAGE & LINGUISTIC THEORY 
1129 (2018); WILLIAM L. LEAP, AMERICAN INDIAN ENGLISH (2012); and Janna B. Oetting & 
Brandi L. Newkirk, Children’s Relative Clause Markers in Two Non-mainstream Dialects of  
English, 25 CLINICAL LINGUISTICS & PHONETICS 725 (2011). 
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something approaching formal codification.10  It is certainly the written 
lingua franca, but faithful interpretation requires approaching the lan-
guage on its own terms.  English dialects vary immensely, and any at-
tempt to make a consistent distinction between language and dialect is 
doomed from the outset.11  Linguists like to say that “a language is a 
dialect with an army and a navy”12 and that “there are as many lan-
guages as speakers.”13  With that in mind, consider these errors. 

A.  The Lawyer Dog 

The “lawyer dog” case is probably the most famous recent clash be-
tween the legal system and English dialect.  In 2015, New Orleans police 
wanted to interrogate a twenty-two-year-old black man named Warren 
Demesme on suspicion of sexual assault.14  Police had brought him in 
for questioning once before, and Demesme was reportedly getting frus-
trated, so he said: “if y’all, this is how I feel, if y’all think I did it, I know 
that I didn’t do it so why don’t you just give me a lawyer dog cause this 
is not what’s up.”15 

The police did not give Demesme a lawyer, and he confessed.16  
While Demesme was awaiting trial, his attorneys filed a motion to sup-
press the confession because the police got it out of him only after an 
unheeded invocation of the right to counsel.17  The prosecution argued 
that the statement, which the district attorney’s office provided as writ-
ten above, was equivocal and therefore did not constitute a request for 
a lawyer.18   Eventually, the dispute got up to the Supreme Court of  
Louisiana, where the court denied Demesme’s petition.19 

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 
  10  Some languages have official regulatory bodies.  E.g., ACADÉMIE FRANÇAISE, https:// 
www.academie-francaise.fr [https://perma.cc/DRR8-CB3M].  English doesn’t, but it has a maybe-
tad-more-than-healthy tradition of piecemeal, prescriptive, and often manufactured “grammar” 
rules.  See, e.g., THE BLUEBOOK: A UNIFORM SYSTEM OF CITATION (Colum. L. Rev. Ass’n et 
al. eds., 21st ed., 2020); WILLIAM STRUNK JR. & E.B. WHITE, THE ELEMENTS OF STYLE (4th 
ed. 2000).  If this offends, please see also Geoffrey K. Pullum, 50 Years of Stupid Grammar Advice, 
CHRON. HIGHER EDUC. (Apr. 17, 2009), https://www.chronicle.com/article/50-years-of-stupid-
grammar-advice [https://perma.cc/7KNZ-CNVZ], where linguist Geoffrey Pullum notes that 
Strunk and White “were grammatical incompetents,” id. 
  11  See John McWhorter, What’s a Language, Anyway?, THE ATLANTIC (Jan. 19, 2016), https:// 
www.theatlantic.com/international/archive/2016/01/difference-between-language-dialect/424704  
[https://perma.cc/PX2Z-Q47F]. 
  12  Id. (attributing the quotation to linguist and Yiddish scholar Max Weinrich). 
  13  Astrid von Busekist, Idealism or Pragmatism?: Ad Hoc Multilingualism and Open English, 
in THE POLITICS OF MULTILINGUALISM 305, 317 (Peter A. Kraus & François Grin eds., 2018). 
  14  Tom Jackman, The Suspect Told Police “Give Me a Lawyer Dog.” The Court Says He Wasn’t 
Asking for a Lawyer., WASH. POST (Nov. 2, 2017, 5:38 AM), https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/ 
true-crime/wp/2017/11/02/the-suspect-told-police-give-me-a-lawyer-dog-the-court-says-he-wasnt-
asking-for-a-lawyer [https://perma.cc/AP7A-8A4U]. 
  15  State v. Demesme, 228 So. 3d 1206, 1206 (La. 2017) (Crichton, J., concurring). 
  16  Jackman, supra note 14. 
  17  Id. 
  18  Id.  Note that the prosecution chose not to put a comma between “lawyer” and “dog.” 
  19  Demesme, 228 So. 3d at 1206. 
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Justice Crichton additionally concurred.  He argued that Demesme’s 
“ambiguous and equivocal reference to a ‘lawyer dog’ does not consti-
tute an invocation of counsel that warrants termination of the inter-
view.”20  He relied on Davis v. United States,21 where the U.S. Supreme 
Court held that the statement “[m]aybe I should talk to a lawyer” was 
ambiguous.22 

To anyone scarcely familiar with Black English, it is painfully  
obvious that Demesme was using “dog” here (or, maybe had the defense 
lawyers been the ones to transcribe the statement, “dawg”) as a more 
familiar version of “sir.”23  He could have just as easily said “nigga,” 
“dude,” “man,” or “my guy.”  If Demesme had said, “lawyer sir” or “law-
yer man,” there would be little debate.  This dialectal misinterpretation 
is likely clear to many who do not speak Black English, but as the next 
few examples will show, sneakier errors can happen as well. 

B.  He Finna Shoot Me 

In the following case, a federal judge in dissent misinterpreted the 
Black English present tense as possibly being the past tense, and the 
majority didn’t disagree.  The admissibility of one piece of evidence, 
whether Joseph Arnold had a gun, hinged on whether a particular state-
ment fit the excited utterance exception to the hearsay rule.24  The ma-
jority thought yes, the dissent no.  The majority and the dissent also 
adopted different versions of the testimony in question from a Black 
woman25 named Tamica Gordon.  The majority had her as saying: “I 
guess he’s fixing to shoot me.”26 

Judge Moore disagreed and wrote that “[a]fter listening to the tape 
multiple times” she did not hear Gordon say “he’s fixing to shoot me” 
but instead “he finna shoot me.”27   The difference mattered because 
Judge Moore believed that “[t]he lack of an auxiliary verb renders de-
termination of whether Gordon intended to imply the past or present 
tense an exercise in sheer guesswork.”28  And conditional on Gordon 

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 
  20  Id. at 1207 (Crichton, J., concurring). 
  21  512 U.S. 452 (1994). 
  22  Id. at 462. 
  23  See Dawg, MERRIAM-WEBSTER, https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/dawg [https:// 
perma.cc/9SD9–3EVN]. 
  24  United States v. Arnold, 486 F.3d 177, 180 (6th Cir. 2007). 
  25  The case itself does not identify Tamica Gordon as black, but analysis of Gordon’s words by 
a linguist with a specialty in Black English identifies her as a speaker of the dialect.  See John 
McWhorter, Could Black English Mean a Prison Sentence?, THE ATLANTIC (Jan. 31, 2019), 
https://www.theatlantic.com/ideas/archive/2019/01/stenographers-need-understand-black-english/ 
581671 [https://perma.cc/9V4C-JLW2].  When can one definitively state the race of another?  Maybe 
a problem for equal protection, but for due process, it is irrelevant. 
  26  Arnold, 486 F.3d at 179. 
  27  Id. at 210 (Moore, J., dissenting). 
  28  Id. 
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having said “he finna shoot me,” the majority did not disagree with the 
dissent’s linguistic analysis.29 

But the linguistic analysis was wrong and the tense unambiguous.  
In Black English, the auxiliary verb in a sentence like this is omittable 
in the present tense, and only in present tense.30  So “he shooting” means 
“he is shooting,” not “he was shooting.”  Insofar as the admissibility of 
the evidence turned on whether “he finna shoot me” was in the past 
tense, Judge Moore’s analysis was incorrect. 

Finally, another disturbing feature of Judge Moore’s reasoning.  To 
define “finna,” she used Urban Dictionary, arguing that the consensus 
nature of the site made it “unusually appropriate” for defining “slang, 
which is constantly evolving.”31  First, Black English, including “finna,” 
is not slang.  And second, while in this case the definition she used was 
only marginally wrong32 and likely would not have affected her deci-
sion, Urban Dictionary is not the most reliable source.  For the uniniti-
ated, this is a user-generated definition site.  To demonstrate why the 
use of Urban Dictionary is troubling, here is one definition of “judge” 
that is currently on the site: 

The unmerciful uncivilized unfair pieces of shit they hire in the so-called 
“judicial system” which is about the biggest crock of shit there is out there. 
Judges are pansies, often punishing the innocent and letting the guilty walk 
free.  That’s why nobody has faith in the judicial system anymore.  You’re 
better off to take the law into your own hands. 
Ever been to divorce court?  The judge almost always hears out the womans 
side of the case and totally ignores the mans side. . . .33 

The madness continues, but for propriety’s sake the rest of the defi-
nition has been omitted.  Despite these warning signs, Judge Moore is 
not alone in relying on Urban Dictionary for definitions.34 

C.  I’m Gonna Take the TV 

Judges don’t always have direct access to a recording like they did 
in the previous case.  A recording might not exist at all, in which case it 
is up to the transcriber to ensure accurate transmission.  Consider one 
jail call from 2015. 

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 
  29  Id. at 186–89 (majority opinion). 
  30  See Walt Wolfram, The Grammar of Urban African American Vernacular English, in A 

HANDBOOK OF VARIETIES OF ENGLISH, supra note 9, at 111, 117–18, 128 tbl.3.  Black English does 
sometimes (like standard English) use the present tense for past events, but that is not at issue here. 
  31  Arnold, 486 F.3d at 210 n.8 (Moore, J., dissenting). 
  32  Judge Moore took “finna” to “[n]ormally mean[] ‘going to’” per the definition.  Id.  But it 
indicates one of two things: the immediate future or a plan.  Wolfram, supra note 30, at 121. 
  33  Judge ass kicker, Judge, URB. DICTIONARY (Dec. 11, 2006), https://www.urbandictionary. 
com/define.php?term=judge [https://perma.cc/86VN-CU8U] (spelling in original). 
  34  See, e.g., Bickford v. Hensley, 832 F. App’x 549, 554 n.3 (10th Cir. 2020); United States  
v. Guidry, 960 F.3d 676, 680 n.2 (5th Cir. 2020); United States v. Chin, 736 F. App’x 785, 787 n.1  
(11th Cir. 2018).  And some courts have considered it appropriate even when warned of its unrea-
sonableness.  See, e.g., Soto v. City of New York, 132 F. Supp. 3d 424, 436 n.23 (E.D.N.Y. 2015). 
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Two linguists listened to a recording of a call the police had tran-
scribed.  They noted two particularly important errors.  When the sus-
pect said, “He come tell (me) bout I’m gonna take the TV,” the police had  
transcribed “??? I’m gonna take the TV,” and where the suspect said 
“I’m fitna be admitted” the police had “I’m fit to be admitted.”35  If 
these transcripts got to a trial, they could make a dangerous difference. 

This is just one phone call.  In a now-landmark study, experimenters 
tested certified court reporters on Black English, and they failed in dra-
matic fashion: 

Despite certification at or above 95% accuracy as required by the  
Pennsylvania Rules of Judicial Administration, the court reporters per-
formed well below this level . . . . 40.5% of the utterances were incorrectly 
transcribed in some way.  The best performance on the task was 77% accu-
racy, and the worst was 18% accuracy. . . . [T]he very best of these court 
reporters, all of whom are currently working in the Philadelphia courts, got 
one in every five sentences wrong on average, and the worst got more than 
four out of every five sentences wrong, under better-than-normal working 
conditions, with the sentence repeated.36 

There are obvious limitations to this study.37  It is only one study with 
only twenty-seven court reporters from only the City of Philadelphia.38  
But the potential danger of inaccurate transcription is clear. 

Just as worryingly, transcribers sometimes intentionally change dia-
lectal grammar in an effort to “sanitize[]” what they see as defects,39 
transmogrifying meaning.  Just like writing down a speech loses tone of 
voice, translating dialect might elide important information if the tran-
scriber doesn’t know what to look for.  For example, Black English has 
more aspectual markings than standard English.  So, “he be running” is 
different than “he running.”  The latter means “he’s running,” while the 
former means something like “he habitually runs, but not necessarily 
now.”  A transcriber who doesn’t know that fact might think “be” is a 
mistake and transcribe “he is running,” changing the meaning. 

D.  Tryna Get Ah Glick? 

If a dialectal speaker writes something themselves, no one can mis-
hear or mistranscribe, but errors still happen.  Cedric Antonio Wright, 
a defendant, responded “Yea” in a Facebook message to the question of 
if he was “tryna get ah glick.”40   The Eighth Circuit held that the  

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 
  35  Rickford & King, supra note 6, at 955 (emphases omitted). 
  36  Jones et al., supra note 6, at e230. 
  37  Nandgaonkar, supra note 4, at 105. 
  38  Jones et al., supra note 6, at e217 (citation omitted). 
  39  Anne Graffam Walker, Language at Work in the Law: The Customs, Conventions, and Appellate 
Consequences of Court Reporting, in LANGUAGE IN THE JUDICIAL PROCESS 203, 204 (Judith N. 
Levi & Anne Graffam Walker eds., 1990). 
  40  United States v. Wright, 993 F.3d 1054, 1062 (8th Cir. 2021).  An investigating officer testified 
that “glick” refers to a “Glock pistol.”  Id. 
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“Facebook conversation revealed that Wright attempted to trade” for 
the gun.41  The panel’s ultimate conclusion that a reasonable jury could 
have determined Wright had the gun is correct given all the evidence, 
linguistic and not, in the case.  However, the conclusion, insofar as the 
judges tried to make it, that answering in the affirmative to “tryna” re-
veals an “attempt” is false. 

A lesser-known feature of Black English is the bivalence of “tryna.”  
It can mean “attempting to” as its etymology from “trying to” would 
suggest, but especially in questions or negative sentences, the term has 
another meaning — to desire. “You tryna eat?” in most contexts does 
not mean “are you attempting to eat?” but rather “do you want to eat?”42 

Similarly, “you tryna get ah glick?” might not mean “are you attempt-
ing to get a Glock?” but rather “do you want to get a Glock?”  That is, 
Wright could have, in theory, responded, “Yeah, I want and need one, 
but I can’t because that would be illegal.”  Even in situations where 
judges have direct access to written records in the originator’s own 
hand, dialectal errors can still happen because judges are unaware of 
the differences. 

II.  REMEDIAL PROCEDURES 

The previous Part showed that errors can occur at any point in the 
process, whether professional transcribers are hired or judges have di-
rect access to writing or audio.  The goal of this Part, then, is to show 
that these are not just unfortunate, inevitable errors, but unfortunate, 
preventable errors — preventable through procedure.  Consider these 
potential remedies. 

A.  Acknowledging Dialect 

To ensure reviewability and a complete record, judges, law enforce-
ment interviewers, and transcribers should explicitly record the dialect 
they are dealing with as specifically as possible.  It might be very diffi-
cult to tell if something is written in an unfamiliar dialect without ref-
erence to something besides the text itself,43 so making sure a police in-
terview or a jail call that gets transcribed indicates the dialect spoken 
opens the door to more self-conscious interpretation.  Suppose the tran-
script provided to Justice Crichton in the lawyer-dog case had “BLACK 
ENGLISH” written on the first page.  Of course, misinterpretation can 
still happen, but in that situation, any prospective interpreter must 

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 
  41  Id. at 1066. 
  42  See, e.g., Atlanta: The Streisand Effect (FX television broadcast Sept. 20, 2016) (“I ain’t tryna 
go off on you with your son back there.”); Atlanta: North of the Border (FX television broadcast 
Apr. 26, 2018) (“Y’all tryna hang, anybody?”). 
  43  See Larry Alexander & Saikrishna Prakash, “Is That English You’re Speaking?” Why Intention 
Free Interpretation Is an Impossibility, 41 SAN DIEGO L. REV. 967, 974–75 (2004). 
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acknowledge that if they are going to hang their hats on technicalities, 
they have to contend with dialect as well. 

A second reason to record the dialect in question when transcribing 
or interpreting is future proofing.  An expert at trial might find it useful 
to have an earlier assessment of the dialect in question, and an appellate 
court might be more likely to do a robust linguistic analysis if the dialect 
is apparent from the get-go.  Without recording the dialect, during trial 
or on appeal, everyone might have to just guess at the proper interpre-
tive framework.  Besides making interpretation more self-conscious and 
reviewable, acknowledging the dialect serves to advance the legitimacy 
of nonstandard dialects and to promote popular knowledge that they 
exist and impact court proceedings. 

Finally, this idea is not so crazy.  Case law already implicitly acknowl-
edges the dialects’ legal relevance.  Courts have admitted lay testimony 
of accent to identify people in the tradition of “linguistic profiling.”44  
The most famous example is probably the O.J. Simpson trial —  
Mr. Johnnie Cochran, Simpson’s lawyer, failed in his objection to the 
question: “When you heard that voice, you thought that was the voice 
of a young white male, didn’t you?”45 — but the Kentucky Supreme 
Court’s language is more explicit: 

No one suggests that it [is improper for a lay witness] to identify [a voice] 
as female.  We perceive no reason why a witness could not likewise identify 
a voice as being that of a particular race or nationality, so long as the witness 
is personally familiar with the general characteristics, accents, or speech 
patterns of the race or nationality in question . . . .46 

Now, language is not intrinsically tied to race, as the Fifth Circuit 
has pointed out,47 but insofar as eyewitness testimony as to race is reli-
able enough to be admissible in a court of law (not to argue it should 
be), earwitness testimony as to race is astonishingly reliable.  One exper-
iment found that people are able to correctly distinguish between Black 
English speakers, Chicano English speakers, and Standard American 
English speakers more than seventy percent of the time — when they 
only heard the word “hello.”48  If courts acknowledge the existence of 
dialects when identifying suspects, it stands to reason they should 
acknowledge their existence when it comes to interpretation. 

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 
  44  John Baugh, Linguistic Profiling, in BLACK LINGUISTICS: LANGUAGE, SOCIETY, AND 

POLITICS IN AFRICA AND THE AMERICAS 155, 155 (Sinfree Makoni et al. eds., 2002) (discussing 
“linguistic discrimination based on speech or writing”). 
  45  Id. at 156. 
  46  Clifford v. Commonwealth, 7 S.W.3d 371, 375–76 (Ky. 1999); see also People v. Sanchez, 492 
N.Y.S.2d 683, 684–85 (Sup. Ct. 1985) (positing that lay witnesses can identify regional accents). 
  47  See Tyler v. Vickery, 517 F.2d 1089, 1094 (5th Cir. 1975). 
  48  Thomas Purnell, William Idsardi & John Baugh, Perceptual and Phonetic Experiments on 
American English Dialect Identification, 18 J. LANGUAGE & SOC. PSYCH. 10, 22 (1999). 
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B.  Jury Instructions 

Pending further research on the best form for such instructions, 
judges could give juries cautionary instructions when dialects with pub-
lic opprobrium show up in the courtroom.  Factfinders might have prej-
udice against certain dialects.  Linguists have shown that people are 
very good at identifying dialects very quickly49 and that potential jurors 
are prejudiced against certain dialects, notably Black English.50  Some 
find speakers of Black English to be less believable, less trustworthy, 
more criminal, less comprehensible, and more likely to be in a gang.51  
Judges could explicitly instruct jurors that dialect, accent, and nonstan-
dard grammar have no bearing on the truth of testimony or the person’s 
potential guilt.  This might prompt self-conscious deliberation of those 
prejudices. 

The actual instruction would need to be more specific and probably 
different depending on the testimony presented, but if a speaker of Black 
English were to testify, the judge might say the following to the jury 
before they do: 

The next witness you will hear speaks Black English.  This is a valid dialect 
of English and not wrong.  Some things you hear might be more difficult to 
understand.  Some things you hear might have a different meaning than you 
might initially think because of grammatical differences.  But you must take 
care not to allow the differences in language alone to affect your judgments 
of the witness’s credibility.  It would be unfair to the parties to ignore or 
discredit someone’s testimony just because of how they speak. 

This Note strongly welcomes and encourages further-refined jury in-
structions that are most effective and avoid abuse.  This particular in-
struction might very well not do that, and empirical scholarship might 
have something to say. 

A word about implicit bias.  While there is almost no reason to doubt 
implicit bias exists, it is important to note that there is little empirical 
reason to believe conventional implicit bias training works in changing 
behavior.52  Similarly, research on the comprehensibility of jury instruc-
tions and the effectiveness of limiting instructions and admonitions is 

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 
  49  See Mathias Scharinger et al., You Had Me at “Hello”: Rapid Extraction of Dialect  
Information from Spoken Words, 56 NEUROIMAGE 2329, 2336 (2011). 
  50  King et al., supra note 4, at 51; Courtney A. Kurinec & Charles A. Weaver III, Dialect on 
Trial: Use of African American Vernacular English Influences Juror Appraisals, 25 PSYCH. CRIME 

& L. 803, 821 (2019). 
  51  King et al., supra note 4, at 55; see also Rickford & King, supra note 6, at 950. 
  52  Patrick S. Forscher et al., A Meta-analysis of Procedures to Change Implicit Measures, 117 J. 
PERSONALITY & SOC. PSYCH. 522, 544–45 (2019); Alexandra Kalev et al., Best Practices or Best 
Guesses? Assessing the Efficacy of Corporate Affirmative Action and Diversity Policies, 71 AM. 
SOCIO. REV. 589, 610–11 (2006).  See generally Michael Brownstein, Implicit Bias, in STANFORD 

ENCYCLOPEDIA OF PHILOSOPHY (Edward N. Zalta ed., Fall 2019 ed.), https://plato. 
stanford.edu/entries/implicit-bias [https://perma.cc/GFC9–9NAU]. 
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far from promising.53   That said, cautionary instructions, which the 
above model attempts to be, have mixed results in the empirical litera-
ture, resulting in either no or a slightly positive effect.54  Given the jury 
instructions’ tiny cost, further research into benefits and abuses is ex-
tremely worthwhile. 

C.  Dialectal Interpreters 

The nuclear option is to get interpreters.  This might sound crazy at 
first, but in 2010 the Drug Enforcement Administration released a memo 
to much media fanfare requesting nine “Ebonics” translators.55   The 
benefits of a competent translator are obvious: reduction of misinterpre-
tation and formal recognition of the dialects as valid.  And several prom-
inent linguists think such an idea for Black English is at least going in 
the right direction.56 

Now the drawbacks.  First, no standardized tests exist for Black 
English and many other dialects, so for the time being, consistently mea-
suring competency might be impossible.  Second, interpreters are costly 
to train and hire.  Third, having a native English speaker use an inter-
preter might be seen as a slight.  And finally, if all there is is a written 
transcript, an interpreter might be of only limited value.57  One partial 
solution is to increase the number of jurors familiar with dialects im-
portant to the trial.58   When possible, this would help because they 
might act as informal interpreters,59 but in the case of less common di-
alects or if the trial happens in a place far from the epicenter of an 
important dialect, it might not be feasible. 

D.  Reputable Interpretive Tools 

Anyone interpreting dialect, especially judges, should use the best 
evidence available for determining the meaning of the language in ques-
tion.  While science is never perfect, it only makes sense that borrowing 
the tools that linguists, lexicographers, semioticians, and historians pro-
vide will make interpretation better. 

The first step is to not use sources like Urban Dictionary if another 
option exists.  Judges should strongly disfavor any resource that is 

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 
  53  J. Alexander Tanford, The Law and Psychology of Jury Instructions, 69 NEB. L. REV. 71,  
79–83, 86 (1990). 
  54  Id. at 85. 
  55  Carol Cratty et al., DEA Wants to Hire Ebonics Translators, CNN (Aug. 24, 2010, 5:45 PM), 
https://www.cnn.com/2010/US/08/24/dea.ebonics/index.html [https://perma.cc/4V3A-G4HN]. 
  56  See id.; John McWhorter, Opinion, Why the DEA Needs Ebonics Translators, THE ROOT 
(Aug. 25, 2010), https://www.theroot.com/why-the-dea-needs-ebonics-translators-1790880702 [https:// 
perma.cc/P5QR-4GZY]. 
  57  One further idea is the limited use of machine intelligence.  One could imagine an algorithm 
that flagged common areas of misinterpretation as a first pass for human interpreters. 
  58  See Rickford & King, supra note 6, at 982. 
  59  Victorelli, supra note 4, at 722. 
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publicly created, has little moderation, and does not cite sources.  For 
dialects a judge speaks, they might be able to discern what is useful and 
what is not from less rigorous academic sources, but to rely on such 
sources for language the judge is unfamiliar with is dangerous. 

The second step is to find reputable sources on the dialect in ques-
tion.  A somewhat more accurate, quick-and-dirty, crowdsourced defi-
nition site is Wiktionary, which at times explicitly notes the dialect of 
the word present, gives etymologies, and cites sources.  If you question 
its usefulness, ask yourself if you know the Black English definition of 
“kitchen.”60  One of Wiktionary’s main limitations is its focus on words 
and not grammar.  Furthermore, many dialects do not have formal dic-
tionaries61 or textbooks, so the next best thing is academic linguistics 
sources.  As with any specialized area, these papers might be opaque to 
anyone without specialized training, which is unfortunate, but the law 
asks judges to do many things other than pure legal interpretation. 

The Federal Rules of Civil Procedure acknowledge this interdisci-
plinary approach.  Rule 44.1 allows judges to consider “any relevant 
material or source” when trying to figure out what foreign law means.62  
And what this means when judges are faced with other languages can 
engender colic.  Judges Posner and Easterbrook thought “[j]udges 
should use the best of the available sources,”63 which meant looking at 
official translations and secondary literature to determine foreign law 
instead of relying on party-provided expert testimony, which “adds an 
adversary’s spin.”64  Furthermore, Judge Posner had characteristically 
colorful words, arguing that the United States’s “linguistic provincialism 
does not excuse intellectual provincialism.”65  Similar reasoning applies 
to what judges should do when it comes to dialect.  It seems equally 
provincial, if the term can be excused, to uncritically adopt the prosecu-
tion’s transcript when dialect is involved, as happened to Warren 
Demesme. 

E.  Audio Recording 

If possible, audiovisual or audio recording of statements would re-
duce error and single points of failure in the system.  If someone mis-
transcribes, it’s permanent unless the source remains.  Compared with 
mere acknowledgment and citing reputable sources, recording and 

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 
  60  Kitchen, WIKTIONARY, https://en.wiktionary.org/w/index.php?title=kitchen&oldid=70439300  
[https://perma.cc/8CUX-P93G]. 
  61  See Elizabeth A. Harris, Hip, Woke, Cool: It’s All Fodder for the Oxford Dictionary of African 
American English, N.Y. TIMES (July 21, 2022), https://www.nytimes.com/2022/07/21/books/ 
african-american-dictionary.html [https://perma.cc/4Z6B-HV3T]. 
  62  FED. R. CIV. P. 44.1. 
  63  Bodum v. La Cafetière, 621 F.3d 624, 628 (7th Cir. 2010). 
  64  Id. at 629. 
  65  Id. at 633 (Posner, J., concurring). 
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storing audio have more-than-negligible costs,66 but they’re still proba-
bly much cheaper than professionally qualified court interpreters who 
get $495 per day in federal court.67  Recording’s main drawback is its 
inability to be universally applied.  If the only thing the court has is 
earwitness testimony of something that happened out of court, nothing 
can be done.  But when it is possible for the government to record tes-
timony, doing so would both reduce error in the first instance and make 
it possible to remedy errors that do happen. 

F.  Transcriber Training 

The shocking statistics from the Philadelphia experiment, if any-
where near generalizable, indicate that federal and state governments 
should mandate training in common dialects for all transcribers, and the 
National Court Reporters Association should create standard curricula 
for transcribing both common and uncommon dialects.  Having stan-
dards will both reduce error and make accurate transcription more  
accessible.  Currently, at the federal level, the Judicial Conference rec-
ognizes as certified those who pass the Certified Realtime Reporter 
exam, 68  which requires an accuracy of ninety-six percent on five 
minutes of real-time testimony at two hundred words per minute.69   
Notably, the Association has no standardized testing, training, or certi-
fication for dialect.70  Building that infrastructure will be costly and take 
time, but the current certification process might mean very little for 
many English speakers. 

III.  DIALECTAL DUE PROCESS AS PROCEDURAL DUE PROCESS 

Procedures that produce dialectal misinterpretation create constitu-
tional concerns.  Just because a particular procedural safeguard would 
reduce the likelihood of error does not mean the government has to do 
it, but courts do need to impose some measures.  The question here is 
not whether the state is depriving someone of a right in the first place 
but whether dialectal misinterpretations implicate due process at all.  
They do for the simple reason that the “fundamental requirement of due 
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 
  66  See David S.H. Rosenthal et al., The Economics of Long-Term Digital Storage, in UNITED 

NATIONS EDUC., SCI. & CULTURAL ORG. [UNESCO], THE MEMORY OF THE WORLD IN THE 

DIGITAL AGE: DIGITIZATION AND PRESERVATION 513, 513 (Luciana Duranti & Elizabeth  
Shaffer eds., 2012); Andy Klein, Hard Drive Cost per Gigabyte, BACKBLAZE BLOG (Nov. 29, 2022), 
https://www.backblaze.com/blog/hard-drive-cost-per-gigabyte [https://perma.cc/XV8D-GNGP]. 
  67  Federal Court Interpreters, U.S. CTS., https://www.uscourts.gov/services-forms/federal-court-
interpreters [https://perma.cc/2RYH-3C9Z]. 
  68  6 GUIDE TO JUDICIARY POLICY, ch. 3, § 320.20.10 (Admin. Off. of the U.S. Cts. 2022). 
  69  Certified Realtime Reporter (CRR), NAT’L CT. REPS. ASS’N, https://www.ncra.org/ 
certification/NCRA-Certifications/certified-realtime-reporter [https://perma.cc/D5NP-77P9]. 
  70  The website mentions dialect as a valid continuing education topic, but neither the  
website nor its materials seem to give guidance on this.  Council of the Acad. of Pro. Reps.,   
Continuing Education Program Rules, NAT’L CT. REPS. ASS’N, https://www.ncra.org/home/ 
continuing-education/Continuing-Education-Program-Rules [https://perma.cc/5J4V-4LUJ]. 
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process is the opportunity to be heard ‘at a meaningful time and in a 
meaningful manner.’”71  Many courts have required an interpreter when 
a litigant understands little to no English,72 but this Part argues intra-
English issues are also worthy of remediation. 

“For all its consequence, ‘due process’ has never been, and perhaps 
can never be, precisely defined.”73  But if there is a flagship article for 
what procedural due process means, it is Judge Friendly’s “Some Kind 
of Hearing,” and if there is a flagship case for what procedural due pro-
cess means, it is Mathews v. Eldridge.74  This Part’s work is to analyze 
which factors dialectal misinterpretation implicates and why consistent 
misinterpretation can lead to less-than-meaningful hearings.  As the title 
of Judge Friendly’s article hints, current law around what process is due 
is fluid and depends on the particular circumstances, and since dialectal 
misinterpretation transcends circumstance, the Constitution will de-
mand no uniform rule.  The conclusion here is not that such and such a 
procedure with respect to dialect is required but rather that some pro-
cedure with respect to dialect is required. 

A.  Mathews v. Eldridge 

Mathews requires an opportunity to be heard “in a meaningful man-
ner.”75  Reasonable minds can disagree about what this means, but an-
alyzing Mathews’s balancing test shows that dialectal misinterpretation 
implicates exactly what judges must consider when shaping the contours 
of constitutionally required process.  Mathews commands that to decide 
whether the Constitution requires more or different process in a case, 
courts must consider: 

First, the private interest that will be affected by the official action; second, 
the risk of an erroneous deprivation of such interest through the procedures 
used, and the probable value, if any, of additional or substitute procedural 
safeguards; and finally, the Government’s interest, including the function 
involved and the fiscal and administrative burdens that the additional or 
substitute procedure requirement would entail.76 

If the mistakes showcased in Part I tell anything, it is that these  
mistakes do matter at least sometimes, and in big ways.  This section 
will touch on all three factors and the case’s axiomatic proclamation 
that due process requires an opportunity to be heard in a “meaningful 
manner.” 

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 
  71  Mathews v. Eldridge, 424 U.S. 319, 333 (1976) (quoting Armstrong v. Manzo, 380 U.S. 545, 
552 (1965)). 
  72  See, e.g., Gonzales v. Zurbrick, 45 F.2d 934, 936–37 (6th Cir. 1930); State v. Faafiti, 513 P.2d 
697, 699 (Haw. 1973). 
  73  Lassiter v. Dep’t of Soc. Servs., 452 U.S. 18, 24 (1981). 
  74  424 U.S. 319; see Erwin Chemerinsky, Procedural Due Process Claims, 16 TOURO L. REV. 
871, 888 (2000). 
  75  Mathews, 424 U.S. at 333 (quoting Armstrong, 380 U.S. at 552). 
  76  Id. at 335 (citing Goldberg v. Kelly, 397 U.S. 254, 263–71 (1970)). 
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Dialectal misinterpretation can feature in any case, so the private 
interest will vary considerably.  Empirical work is necessary to deter-
mine when dialect does indeed come up most prominently, but it will 
certainly feature in cases where litigants have a lot at stake, whether 
that’s criminal charges like in State v. Demesme77 and United States v. 
Arnold,78 deportation, or parental rights termination.  Dialect is always 
a potential problem. 

Moving to the second factor and the risk of erroneous deprivation, 
more work is necessary before anyone can in good faith make an esti-
mate as to exactly how much dialectal misinterpretation happens and 
matters for the deprivation.  But if the Philadelphia experiment proves 
generalizable, mistakes might be happening with alarming frequency.  
The probability will naturally differ by dialect, region, and court.  And, 
when one considers how badly certified court transcribers did in the 
study that does exist, it’s a hard sell that the risk of erroneous depriva-
tion from the lack of a coherent approach to dialects is too small to be 
judicially cognizable.  For one, Louisiana should have thrown out 
Demesme’s confession. 

And, as Part II demonstrated, there do exist procedural safeguards 
that have a good chance of reliably protecting against dialectal misin-
terpretation, both in the short and the long term.  If the Louisiana  
Supreme Court had acknowledged that Demesme was speaking Black 
English and looked to academic sources on the dialect, he probably 
would have prevailed.  If police-employed jailhouse transcribers had 
training and testing on dialects, they would likely not transcribe “fitna 
be admitted” as “fit to be admitted.”  Getting precise statistical mea-
surements of how often these problems occur is not possible at the mo-
ment, nor is knowing exactly how much any particular procedure will 
help.  That said, Mathews itself said that “[b]are statistics rarely provide 
a satisfactory measure of the fairness of a decisionmaking process.”79  
When it comes to misinterpreting dialect, the principal unfairness is that 
by having the misfortune of speaking or relying on testimony in the 
wrong kind of English, defendants find a legal system unprepared to 
treat them fairly. 

On to the government’s interests.  Every procedural safeguard will 
have a different cost.  Interpreters are likely the costliest, followed by 
dialect certification for transcribers.  Acknowledging dialects, instruct-
ing juries, and using reputable sources are basically costless.  And in-
creasing the use of audio recording lies somewhere in between.  As with 
the entire analysis, the strength of the government’s interest is context 
dependent.  But it seems unlikely that the cheapest procedures’ minimal 
costs would often overcome the specter of erroneous deprivation.  Audio 

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 
 77 228 So. 3d 1206 (La. 2017). 
 78 486 F.3d 177 (6th Cir. 2007). 
  79  Mathews, 424 U.S. at 346. 
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recording already happens in many situations, and transcribers already 
exist.  Increasing the adoption of audio recording and improving the 
accuracy of transcribers for dialects would impose real costs, but for 
important deprivations, such as physical liberty, due process might often 
require both.  The argument for interpreters is weakest, particularly if 
there are ways to improve the accuracy of transcribers, but it is not 
implausible that they should be required for tricky dialects when phys-
ical liberty is at stake. 

Finally, as has been said but bears repeating, linguistic issues go to 
due process’s root because the requirement of a “meaningful” oppor-
tunity to be heard requires, if anything at all, the hearer to understand 
the litigants.  Dialectal barriers infringe upon understanding at the most 
basic level, even when the interpreters might not think so.  In some 
circumstances, the litigant or their counsel might catch mistakes as they 
happen, but in the course of litigation there is not constant confirmation 
of a sort of consensus ad idem.  So, the system cannot place the duty of 
clearing up misinterpretations at the feet of litigants. 

B.  “Some Kind of Hearing” 

Judge Friendly’s article is incredibly influential, cited by more  
than 300 cases and by the Supreme Court itself eleven times.80  The 
article lists eleven factors “that have been considered to be elements  
of a fair hearing, roughly in order of priority.”81  The factors are not a  
Restatement-like list of what proceedings require, but a framework for 
the ways a procedure might implicate due process.82  Dialectal misinter-
pretation strongly implicates several of these factors, including the bias 
of the tribunal, a decision based only on the evidence presented, and the 
making of a record.  More tenuously, it also implicates an opportunity 
to present reasons why the proposed action should not be taken. 

Starting with the most fundamental, a tribunal that does not prepare 
itself for dialectal misinterpretation is biased.  Judge Friendly called an 
unbiased tribunal “a necessary element in every case where a hearing is 
required.”83  And unselfconscious dialectal interpretation can bias a tri-
bunal.  Juries are more likely to evaluate speakers of certain dialects 
poorly,84 and that is clearly a thumb on the scale against those who rely 
on such speakers’ credibility.  More generally, even if the misinterpreta-
tion is not the result of invidious evaluation of the speaker, a tribunal 
that fails to treat each dialect on its own terms and instead forces them 
all to conform to one mainstream structure has biased itself against 

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 
  80  HEINONLINE, https://home.heinonline.org [https://perma.cc/Q9BH-KDDM] (search for 
Judge Friendly’s “Some Kind of Hearing,” then check top-left panel for statistics). 
  81  Henry J. Friendly, “Some Kind of Hearing,” 123 U. PA. L. REV. 1267, 1278 (1975). 
  82  See id. 
  83  Id. at 1279. 
  84  King et al., supra note 4, at 55; see also Kurinec & Weaver, supra note 50, at 821. 
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speakers of all those dialects it fails to recognize.  Dialect A speakers get 
good interpretation, but Dialect B speakers get bad interpretation and 
are thus less able to press their case to the court. 

Next, consider the idea that when judges or juries freestyle interpre-
tations of dialectal testimony or base their interpretations on unreputa-
ble sources of linguistic information, they are making a decision based 
on evidence other than that presented.  It is not just a mistake but also 
an injection of unnecessary randomness into the decisionmaking pro-
cess.  Whether the interpreter knows it or not, if they are unprepared 
for dialects, they might, based on the random similarities or differences 
with their own dialect, hold incorrectly.  The fact that “dawg” sounds 
like “dog” is historical happenstance, but the result is that Louisiana 
deprived someone of the right to counsel.  An illustration of the point in 
the extreme: a judge, knowing a smidge of Spanish, would be mistaken 
if they thought a person who said they couldn’t come to court because 
they were “embarazada” meant they were too embarrassed to come in.  
Similarly, a judge cannot conclude “tryna” means “attempt” simply be-
cause it sounds like the Standard English “trying to.”  Otherwise, sto-
chastics, not evidence, is determining outcomes. 

Third, consider the record.  The record’s importance is so ingrained 
that Judge Friendly felt “Americans are as addicted to transcripts as 
they have become to television; the sheer problem of warehousing these 
mountains of paper must rival that of storing atomic wastes.”85  And the 
main purpose of this mass of paper, so the argument goes, is the ability 
for judicial review or administrative appeal.86  When stenographers and 
transcribers are systematically bad at interpreting English, then, they 
vitiate that purpose.  The Supreme Court said “denial [of free transcrip-
tion services to indigent criminal defendants] is a misfit in a country 
dedicated to affording equal justice to all and special privileges to none 
in the administration of its criminal law”87 because “[t]here is no mean-
ingful distinction between a rule which would deny the poor the right 
to defend themselves in a trial court and one which effectively denies 
the poor an adequate appellate review accorded to all who have money 
enough to pay the costs in advance.”88  As has been shown, dialectal 
misinterpretation can not only reduce a transcript’s accuracy but also 
introduce harmful errors, like changing hearsay (“He come tell (me) bout 
I’m gonna steal the TV.”) to a confession (“??? I’m gonna steal the TV.”). 

Finally, dialectal difficulties implicate the ability to present reasons 
why a proposed action should not be taken.  Pro se litigants might have 

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 
  85  Friendly, supra note 81, at 1291. 
  86  Id. 
 87 Griffin v. Illinois, 351 U.S. 12, 19 (1956). 
  88  Id. at 18. 
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an “inability to speak effectively for” themselves,89 not only because they 
don’t understand the law but also because their dialect might not reach 
the judge as easily.  In the situation where a litigant represents themself, 
if they speak a dialect for which the hearer is not prepared, how much 
of an opportunity is it? 

IV.  THE WEIGHT OF HISTORY 

Principles of linguistic justice run deep in English legal tradition.  
And, maybe counterintuitively, dialectal due process was likely much 
less of a problem in the past because justice was more local and because 
English probably has more varieties today than ever.  So, attempts to 
foreclose dialectal due process claims on the basis that they didn’t exist 
historically (assuming they didn’t arguendo) are misguided. 

The “primary guide in determining whether the principle in question 
is fundamental is, of course, historical practice.”90  This idea has special 
weight when considering the state power to regulate procedure because: 

[I]t is normally “within the power of the State to regulate procedures under 
which its laws are carried out,” . . . and its decision in this regard is not 
subject to proscription under the Due Process Clause unless “it offends some 
principle of justice so rooted in the traditions and conscience of our people 
as to be ranked as fundamental.”91 

As the previous Part shows, dialectal due process implicates funda-
mental principles like unbiased tribunals, but historical practice and cir-
cumstances also show linguistic fairness has a pedigree in its own right.  
The aim is to show not that earlier courts self-consciously accommo-
dated dialect in particular but that they were structurally less likely to 
have dialectal-misinterpretation issues because juries worked radically 
differently and there were simply fewer dialects of English to contend 
with — a problem that will likely only get worse.  This Part highlights 
trends reaching back to pre-Norman England and uses principles of his-
torical linguistics to argue that early courts didn’t necessarily need self-
conscious dialectal due process, but courts today do. 

A.  The Medieval View of Linguistic Fairness 

The idea of linguistic due process is old.  The Pleading in English Act  
136292 rebuffed the “great Mischiefs” resulting from the fact that people 
had “no Knowledge nor Understanding of that which is said for them or 
against them” in court, which was in French.93  The statute felt that “rea- 

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 
  89  Lassiter v. Dep’t of Soc. Servs., 452 U.S. 18, 57 (1981) (Blackmun, J., dissenting); see also 
Gagnon v. Scarpelli, 411 U.S. 778, 790–91 (1973); Uveges v. Pennsylvania, 335 U.S. 437, 441 (1948); 
Bute v. Illinois, 333 U.S. 640, 677 (1948). 
  90  Montana v. Egelhoff, 518 U.S. 37, 43 (1996) (plurality opinion). 
  91  Id. (quoting Patterson v. New York, 432 U.S. 197, 201–02 (1977)). 
  92  36 Edw. 3 c. 15. 
  93  Id.  Ironically, the law was written in French. 
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sonably the . . . Laws and Customs [the rather shall be perceived] and 
known, and better understood in the Tongue used in the said Realm.”94 

Fourteenth-century statutes likely don’t explicitly declare dialect’s 
importance,95  but that does not foreclose constitutional dialectal due 
process because the Constitution incorporates many common law ideas 
of fairness.  The Act was the beginning of an almost seven-century-long 
tradition of conducting court in the vernacular.  To say, then, that the 
idea of linguistic misinterpretation (and one subset of that, dialectal mis-
interpretation) has no historical basis is false. 

B.  Local Justice 

Even if no dedicated procedures for dialectal due process existed 
historically, justice’s local nature meant that procedure had dialectal 
protection baked in.  If the lion’s share of people investigating and pass-
ing judgment on you are your literal neighbors, they are much more 
likely to understand or even speak your dialect.  Local justice has been 
significantly diluted from the prebiotic broth of medieval England. 

First, terminology.  A “hundred” was the second-smallest adminis-
trative unit in England, bigger than a parish but smaller than a shire.96  
The name comes from its origins as consisting of one hundred “hides,” 
a maddeningly inconsistent unit thought equivalent to the land needed 
to support a peasant family.97 

Hundred courts empaneled juries from the hundred.98  And in Anglo-
Saxon England, the most important interaction people had with the 
Crown occurred in these courts.99  To be sure, some historical Germanic 
practices, such as defending court judgments by duel,100 fell out of favor, 
but many of the practices and procedures developed in hundred courts 
became a model “all over England in the courts of the manors.”101 
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 
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The earliest juries were something like “a body of neigh-
bours . . . summoned . . . to give upon oath a true answer to some ques-
tion.”102  The key word is “neighbours.”  Hundred jurors would be com-
ing from a much smaller pool than juries today in the United States, 
meaning they were much more likely to truly be from the same commu-
nity and speak the same dialect.  The number of hundreds into the nine-
teenth century was somewhere around 800.103  The English population 
from 1790 to 1800 was around eight million.104  That means a pool of 
10,000 people per hundred.  For reference, Harvard University has a 
workforce of around 13,000 people with a student population of around 
23,000.105  The low population density itself was a procedural safeguard 
against dialectal misinterpretation because the factfinder was more 
likely to speak the relevant dialects. 

The average judicial-district population density in the United States 
at both state and federal levels falls well outside the average in England 
around 1800 before the nineteenth-century population explosion.  The 
states average a judicial-district population density of around 16 times 
higher and the federal government’s ninety-four districts leave a popula-
tion density 350 times higher.106  In sum, jurors today come from more 
populous districts and serve at random,107 meaning they are less likely to  
be from truly the same linguistic community as the litigants and witnesses. 

Through the centuries these hundred courts slowly lost importance.  
By the 1830s only a few remained, with even fewer active,108 and other 
courts certainly existed and empaneled juries.109  Some had even smaller 
jury pools than the hundred courts.110  And during the hundred courts’ 
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twilight in the 1800s, England saw the rise of county-level justice with 
justices of the peace or magistrates,111 who still make up about eighty-
five percent of the English judiciary,112 and the county courts, which 
ascended in importance in the mid-1800s.113 

But the structure protecting dialectal understanding was not imme-
diately lost.  The jurors’ level of involvement ensured a level of dialectal 
understanding.  In the earliest times, jurors served because they knew 
facts concerning the case and the accused.114  These early juries were 
self-informing, investigating the facts separate and apart from the 
trial.115  And although jurors were no longer selected with input from 
the judges starting in 1730116 or self-informing, they were much more 
involved in the trial process than they are today.  Jurors could ask their 
own questions, request more witnesses, and, crucially, volunteer their 
own pertinent knowledge about local custom, people, and places.117  
Blackstone gave a categorical answer on jury involvement as it existed 
when he published the first edition of Book III of his Commentaries in 
1768.  He wrote that “the practice . . . now universally obtains, that if a 
juror knows any thing of the matter in issue, he may be sworn as a 
witness, and give his evidence publicly in court.”118  Such a notion is 
almost anathema today.  But the lawyerization of the courtroom and the 
separation between the juror’s judicial and personal role was only be-
ginning in this era.119  Since jurors were more local and involved in trial 
process historically, they would have had many more chances to clear 
up dialectal misinterpretation in view of the judge and litigants. 

C.  Dialectal Divergence 

The analysis thus far makes a key assumption — that the number of 
dialects that exist has remained constant.  If today has higher population 
densities but fewer dialects, then the effects could cancel out.  English 
has always had dialectal variation,120  but that said, today there are 
likely more English dialects than ever — the effects probably compound. 

“Languages change all the time and in all aspects.”121  It follows that 
the longer a language lasts in an area, the more it changes.  Historical 
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linguists have exploited this fact to trace human migrations in the  
absence of clear archaeological visibility.  A classic example is the  
Austronesian Expansion.  Very long story short, linguists discovered that 
languages from Madagascar to New Zealand to Taiwan to Hawaiʻi were 
all related.  And when they looked at which of the languages were more 
closely related, nine of the ten subfamilies were on Taiwan and the other 
subfamily was spread from Madagascar to Hawaiʻi.122  This led them 
to conclude123 that the homeland of the language family was in Taiwan 
because the diversity there must have meant the language subfamilies 
had more time to diverge.124 

Thus, although it is impossible to come up with precise measure-
ments for the diversity of English dialects in the nineteenth century,  
the diversity since then has almost certainly increased significantly.125   
Midwestern English, Native Alaskan English, Indian English, Hawaiian  
Pidgin, or Black English can’t have existed before English speakers col-
onized the Midwest, Alaska, India, and Hawaiʻi or enslaved large pop-
ulations of Africans.  So, not only is there a higher density in judicial 
districts today than in England around the founding of the United 
States, the number of dialects is likely higher.  The ultimate conclusion 
then is that the historical dialectal situation was different in England at 
common law and the dialect problem will likely only worsen over time. 

CONCLUSION 

If you don’t pay attention, the almost entirely arbitrary differences 
between Englishes can cause a huge fuss, whether in U.S. courts or 
somewhere else.126  But the dialectal diversity in this country means the 
consequences of seemingly minor linguistic differences are innumerable.  
Analyzing Supreme Court precedent, population statistics, everyday 
prejudice, and dialectal grammar reveals that “English” contains multi-
tudes.  Maybe the most angst-inducing part of it all is the lack of data, 
both because this is an understudied area and because misinterpretation 
is so capable of repetition and very adept at evading review.  The legal 
system relies deeply on language and, a fortiori, on dialect.  The latter 
seeks but recognition. 
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